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Abstract: Stereotype is a type of social bias massively present in texts that computational models
use. There are stereotypes that present special difficulties because they do not rely on personal
attributes. This is the case of stereotypes about immigrants, a social category that is a preferred
target of hate speech and discrimination. We propose a new approach to detect stereotypes about
immigrants in texts focusing not on the personal attributes assigned to the minority but in the
frames, that is, the narrative scenarios, in which the group is placed in public speeches. We have
proposed a fine-grained social psychology grounded taxonomy with six categories to capture the
different dimensions of the stereotype (positive vs. negative) and annotated a novel StereoImmigrants
dataset with sentences that Spanish politicians have stated in the Congress of Deputies. We aggregate
these categories in two supracategories: one is Victims that expresses the positive stereotypes about
immigrants and the other is Threat that expresses the negative stereotype. We carried out two
preliminary experiments: first, to evaluate the automatic detection of stereotypes; and second, to
distinguish between the two supracategories of immigrants’ stereotypes. In these experiments, we
employed state-of-the-art transformer models (monolingual and multilingual) and four classical
machine learning classifiers. We achieve above 0.83 of accuracy with the BETO model in both
experiments, showing that transformers can capture stereotypes about immigrants with a high level
of accuracy.
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1. Introduction
Social bias in information is receiving more and more attention in computational
science. The information on the web has a strong impact on how people perceive reality
and consequently on the decision they can make, the attitude they develop, and the
prejudice they hold [1]. Some general examples where we can find bias include political
news [2,3], rumours [4], products reviews [5], among others. However, there is a kind
of social bias which is massively present in everyday language, and of course on the
web, which is the use of stereotypes. A recent work that measures stereotypical bias in
pretrained language models has found that as the language model becomes stronger, so
its stereotypical bias does too [6]. As the authors said, “this is unfortunate and perhaps
unavoidable as long as we rely on real word distribution of corpora to train language
models”. The difficulty is clear but the need also: these stereotypes have a strong effect
on the members of the stigmatised group, for instance, impacting the performance of
individuals who face stereotype threats [7–9]. We have known from the beginning of social
psychology that stereotypes are at the base of prejudice towards minorities and to spread
prejudices is an efficient strategy for dogmatic groups and authoritarian ideologies [10,11].
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A long tradition of research in social psychology defines stereotype as a set of
widespread beliefs that are associated with a group category [12,13]. This set of beliefs
facilitates the operation of prejudices and justifies them [1]. Research in prejudice has
shown that this set of stereotyped beliefs may be both positive and negative [14]. The
importance of positive beliefs in stereotyping social groups has been highlighted, especially
in studies on gender stereotypes [15] but is less studied in relation to other stereotypes
such as that of the social category of immigrants.
To understand how this social bias occurs in texts, we need to go beyond this common
idea that a stereotype is a set of beliefs. A stereotype is a type of social bias that occurs
when a message about a group disregards the great diversity existing within the members
of this group and highlights a small set of features [12]. This process of homogenisation
of a whole group of people is at the very heart of the stereotype concept [16]. We know
from social science research that the main part of this definition process takes place in
speeches from socially relevant actors [17]. Politicians, social movements, and mass media
messages create and recreate a frame [18], a kind of scenario, where they speak about a
group. Framing analysis [19] proposes that how citizens understand an issue—which
features of it are central and which peripheral—is reflected in how the issue is framed.
Frame as a concept has a long tradition in psychology [20,21] and in sociology [22].
Gamson defines frame as “a central organizing idea or story line that provides meaning to
an unfolding strip of events, weaving a connection among them. The frame suggests what the
controversy is about, the essence of the issue” [23]. As Kinder [17] resumes “frames are
rhetorical weapons created and sharpened by political elites to advance their interest and
ideas. Frames also lived inside the mind; they are cognitive structures that help individual
citizens make sense of the issues that animate political life”. From the cognitive-linguistic
area, George Lakoff [24] had used intensively this concept of frame to explain the use of
language in US politics. Lakoff argues that politicians invoke frames to dominate debates
because they know that it is crucial: to attack the opponents’ frame has the unwanted effect
of reinforcing their message.
We aim to address stereotypes about immigrants as a result of this activity of framing
in political and media speeches proposing a taxonomy that focuses on the different frames
that politicians use to speak about immigrants. The concept of frame allows us to consider
social cognition more a narrative process than a conceptual one. If as Jerome Bruner
[25] states, the principle that organises the cognitive system of commonsense thinking
is narrative rather than conceptual, we would consider narrative scenarios more than
attributes assigned to a group in our detection of stereotypes about immigrants.
With the framing approach to stereotypes, we could detect how politicians built a frame
that tells a story about the group focusing only on some features of the collective. In these
speeches, they shape a stereotype without using explicit attributes for the group. These
frames are subtle but powerful mechanisms to associate a group with some characteristics
that are different dimensions of the stereotype.
The repeated use of this frames about a collective is present in the texts that computational systems process. This replication of a stereotyped vision of certain groups has an
undesirable impact on people’s life when they interact with technology. If stereotyping
is a common bias difficult to fight in social communication, the data on the web is more
likely to suffer from this lack of diversity because most of the information is created on the
web by a minority of active users. For instance, 7% from a total of 40,000 users provide 50%
of the total amount of posts in Facebook: it is not difficult to assume that this minority of
users does not represent the knowledge and opinion of the majority [26].
In addition, recent studies have shown the difficulty of detecting ideological bias
manifested in, for example, hyperpartisan news, that is news that tends to provide strongly
biased information or exaggeration ending in fake news. If hyperpartisan news is easy
to accept by the public that sees in them a confirmation of their own beliefs [3,27] we can
expect a great difficulty in mitigating the use of stereotypes.
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In computational linguistics this problem has been addressed in some works where
different techniques have been proposed to measure, represent, and reduce social bias,
in particular, stereotypes and prejudice, concerning race, nationality, ethnic, and mostly
gender and sex, among others [28,29]. Most of them use a word embeddings representation
and rely on the association of attributes to a social group to approach the stereotype (or
other social bias) detection. We aim at approaching the problem of identifying stereotypes
from a narrative perspective where computational linguistics could play a major role in
analysing the complex process in which social actors create a stereotype placing a group in
specific frames. Approaching the problem of stereotypes from this new perspective could
also help to develop more sensitive tools to detect social bias in texts and new strategies to
mitigate it.
We observed in the literature of computational linguistics a lack of datasets annotated
with stereotypes and also works addressing the stereotypes about immigrants. We found
that [30] created a dataset in Italian and included a binary stereotype annotation, but
this work is mainly focused on hate speech and only annotates the existence or not of a
stereotype belief about the hate speech target. In [6] it is proposed a dataset that includes
the domain of racism (additionally to gender, religion, and profession), and report immigrate
as one of the most relevant keywords that characterise such domain of bias. However, the
authors do not focus on the study of stereotypes about immigrants.
In order to detect how social bias about certain groups is present in everyday language,
it is necessary to have a complex view of stereotypes taking into account both positive and
negative beliefs and also how the different frames shape the stereotype. This more refined
analysis of stereotypes would make it possible to detect social bias not only in clearly
dogmatic or violent messages but also in other more formal and subtle texts such as news,
institutional statements, or political representatives’ speeches in a parliamentary debate.
In this paper we propose: (i) a social psychology grounded taxonomy (and an annotation guide) that considers the genesis of the stereotype taking into account the different
frames in which the group is placed; (ii) StereoImmigrants, the first dataset annotated with
dimensions of stereotypes about immigrants from political debates in a national parliamentary chamber; and (iii) a baseline for immigrant stereotype classification in the categories of
the proposed taxonomy, using the state-of-the-art transformer models. For our experiments,
we use some recent monolingual and multilingual transformer models (based on BERT)
known for their effectiveness at the context-heavy understanding.
This paper aims to answer the following research questions:
RQ1: Is it possible to create a more fine grained taxonomy of stereotypes about immigrants
from a social psychology perspective that focuses on frames and not on attributes
defining the group?
RQ2: How feasible is to create a stereotype-annotated dataset relying on the new taxonomy?
RQ3: How effective classical machine learning and state-of-the-art transformers models
are at distinguishing different categories of stereotypes about immigrants with
this taxonomy?
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes related work about
stereotypes and social bias, both from social psychology and computational linguistics
perspectives. Section 3 introduces the proposed social psychology grounded taxonomy
and the annotation process that was employed to annotate the StereoImmigrants dataset.
Sections 4 and 5 present the models that we use in the experiments and the experimental
settings, respectively. In Section 6 we discuss the obtained results, and we conclude our
work in Section 7 in which we also mention some directions for future work.
2. Related Work
From a computational perspective, there is a long list of works that address problems
related to social bias like the detection of hate speech [31,32], aggressive language [33],
abusive language [34], hostility [35], racism [36], and misogynistic language [37] among
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others. In this paper, we focus our attention on studying the genesis of stereotypes,
specifically about immigrants.
In computational linguistics, stereotypes have been studied in images and text as well.
For instance, [38] offers a study on the fairness of the algorithms that detect the descriptions
of people appearing in images and their inferred gender; while [39] also focused on gender
stereotypes, the authors study how the description is affected by the context in the image.
Other works show the linguistic biases that are present in the way that one uses language
as a function of the social group of the person(s) being described in the descriptions of
images depicting people [40].
In [40], the authors describe some of the evidences of linguistic biases: (i) category
labels and (ii) descriptions of behaviours. The former consists of labels used to refer to
social categories, for example, explicitly marking unexpected gender roles or occupation
when this one is inconsistent with the stereotypically expected role for the person’s gender
(e.g., female surgeon, male nurse); labels for individuals showing behaviours that violate the
general stereotype (e.g., a nice Moroccan, a tough woman); and the use of nouns compared
to adjectives to describe a person (e.g., being a Jew vs. Jewish, or Paul is a homosexual vs. is
homosexual). The latter includes the description of the subject instead of an observable
action (e.g., Jack is flirtatious, vs. Jack talks to Sue); the use of relatively more concrete
language to describe behaviour that is inconsistent with the stereotype (e.g., he has tears in
his eyes vs. the female consistent stereotype she is emotional); and the tendency to provide
relatively more explanations in descriptions of inconsistent stereotype to make sense of the
incongruity, among others.
To sum up, people reveal their stereotype expectancies in many subtle ways in the
words they use. This fact can explain the effectiveness of several computational works at
measuring social bias (e.g., gender, racial, religion, and ethnic stereotypes among others)
by using word representations [28,41,42]. In [41], social bias are quantified by using embeddings of representative words such as women, men, Asians living in the United States,
and white people (i.e., non-Hispanic subpopulation from the United States). The authors
computed the average Euclidean distance between each representative group vector and
each vector in a neutral word list of interest, which could be occupations or adjectives (this
association of adjectives/occupations to the social group is consistent with [40] regarding
stereotypes). The difference of the average distances is the metric they used for capturing
personality trait stereotypes that were contrasted with historical surveys, gender stereotypes from 1977 and 1990, and ethnic stereotypes from 1933, 1951, and 1969. The authors
found a correlation between the embedding gender bias and quantifiable demographic
trends in the occupation participation in that period. Similar experiments were carried out
with ethnic occupation. The results showed that several adjectives (e.g., delicate, artificial,
emotional, etc.) tend to be more associated to women than to men; also some occupations
(e.g., professor, scientist, engineer, etc.) are more associated to Asians, and other occupations
(e.g., sheriff, clergy, photographer, etc.) to white people.
In [28,42], word embeddings are used to measure (and reduce) the bias. In [28], a
methodology based directly on word embeddings is proposed to differentiate gender bias
associations (e.g., biased association between receptionist and female) from associations of
related concepts (e.g., between queen and female); a neutralisation and equalisation debias
process. The same debias process is used in [42], but in this work a new representation to
detect the bias is proposed: the authors include a contextualisation step and create two
subspaces of the attribute (e.g., gender), one for male and other for female. The contextualisation relies on a large and diverse set of sentences in which the bias attribute words
(e.g., he/she, man/woman) appear; for example, if in one subspace it is included a sentence
containing he, the same sentence is included in the subspace for female but replacing
he by she. In addition, in this line, [29] proposes some metrics over word embeddings
representations to measure the bias. In this work, they distinguish two different biases:
(i) implicit bias, in which we only have sets of target terms with respect to which a bias is
expected to exist in the embedding space (e.g., T1 = { physics; chemistry; experiment} and
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T2 = { poetry; dance; drama} without any specification, one could expect in T1 and T2 a
gender bias towards {man, f ather, woman, girl }); (ii) and explicit bias, in addition to sets T1
and T2, it is given one (e.g., A = {man, f ather, woman, girl }) or more (e.g., two opposite
attribute sets A1 = {man, f ather } and A2 = {woman, girl }) reference attribute sets.
Some other recent works on bias again face the gender stereotypes. A Gender Stereotype Reinforcement (GSR) measure was proposed in [43] to quantify the extent to which a
search engine responds to stereotypically gendered queries with documents containing
stereotypical language. Recently, in [44], the authors have compared the efficacy of lexiconbased approaches and end-to-end machine learning-based approaches (in particular BERT);
the obtained results showed that the latter is significantly more robust and accurate, even
when trained by moderately sized datasets. Differently, in [45] it is used Natural Language
Inference (NLI) as the mechanism for measuring stereotypes [45]. The idea is that invalid
inferences about sentences can expose underlying biases, and based on that, it is possible
to see how gender biases affect inferences related to occupations. For example, a genderbiased representation of the word accountant may lead to a non-neutral prediction in which
the sentence The accountant ate a bagel is an entailment or contradiction of the sentences
The man ate a bagel and The woman ate a bagel; this could happen because of the gender bias
concerning occupations. Therefore, the predictions of NLI on a set of entailment pairs that
should be inherently neutral are used to compute the deviation from neutrality, which is
assumed as the gender bias.
A similar idea of [45] has been used in [6] but with a different perspective. In [6],
the authors propose two different level tests for measuring bias: (i) the intrasentence test,
in which there are a sentence describing the target group and a set of three attributes
which correspond to a stereotype, an antistereotype, and an unrelated option; and (ii)
the intersentence test, consisting of a first sentence containing the target group, a second
sentence containing a stereotypical attribute of the target group, a third one containing
an antistereotypical attribute, and lastly an unrelated sentence. These tests remain the
aforementioned idea of [45] to use NLI to measure entailment, contradiction, or neutral
inferences to quantify the bias. To evaluate their proposal, the authors of [6] collected a
dataset (StereoSet) for measuring bias related to four domains: gender, profession, race,
and religion. For this purpose, they use specific words to represent each social group.
However, stereotypes are not always merely the association of words (seen as attributes
or characteristics) to two opposite social groups (e.g., women vs. men), and it is not always
clear to define the opposite groups by using specific keywords, for instance in the case of
immigrants vs. nonimmigrants, the set of words to represent nonimmigrants is not clear.
There are few works related to the detection of stereotypes about immigrants. In [46], a
system is proposed that allows one to see what was said about Muslims and Dutch people.
The authors use the collection of descriptions that a single text provides on a given entity
or event (it was called microportraits: labels, descriptions, properties, roles). For example,
the expression the pious Muslim smiled contains the label Muslim, the property pious, and the
role smiling. This is an interesting study that helps explain how prejudice works according
to social psychologists. In [30] an Italian dataset was created that focused on hate speech
against immigrants, that included the annotation {yes, no} about whether a tweet is a
(mostly untrue) stereotype or not. In the HaSpeeDe shared task at EVALITA 2020 [47], six
teams submitted their results for the stereotype detection task in addition to their hate
speech models, using the above dataset. Most of those teams only adapted the same
hate speech model to stereotype identification, representing (and reducing) stereotypes to
characteristics of hate speech. The authors of [47] observed that stereotype appears as a
more subtle phenomenon that needs to be approached also as nonhurtful text.
From a psychosocial perspective, the better-established model to analyze the language
that shapes a group of stereotypes is the Stereotype Content Model (SCM) developed by
Fiske and colleagues [48–50]. Fiske has developed his model arguing that in encounters
with conspecifics, social animals—i.e., humans—must determine, immediately, whether
the “other” is friend or foe (i.e., intends good or ill) and, then, whether the “other” can
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enact those intentions. Authors affirm that in answering these questions, humans use two
universal dimensions of social cognition—warmth and competence—to judge individuals
and groups. People perceived as warm and competent elicit uniformly positive emotions
and behaviour, whereas those perceived as lacking warmth and competence elicit uniform
negativity. People classified as high on one dimension and low on the other elicit predictable, ambivalent affective and behavioural reactions. This theoretical framework has
been completed with the ambivalent stereotypes hypothesis: many groups are stereotyped
as high in one dimension and low in the other [48].
Cuddy, Fiske and Glik [51] also have investigated how stereotypes and emotions
shape behavioural tendencies toward different groups and have proposed the BIAS Map
(Behaviors from Intergroup Affect and Stereotypes).They did a correlation study with a representative US sample and conclude that warmth stereotypes determine active behavioural
tendencies—attenuating active harm (harassing) and eliciting active facilitation (helping).
Competence stereotypes determine passive behavioural tendencies—attenuating passive
harm (neglecting) and eliciting passive facilitation (associating). Admired groups (warm,
competent) elicit both facilitation tendencies; hated groups (cold, incompetent) elicit both
harm tendencies. Envied groups (competent, cold) elicit passive facilitation but active
harm and pitied groups (warm, incompetent) elicit active facilitation but passive harm.
In this research, the authors also find that emotions predict behavioural tendencies more
strongly than stereotypes do and usually mediate stereotype-behavioural-tendency links.
In this research [51] immigrants are placed between the set of groups that are seen as “low
warmth and low competence”, with other social groups seen as poor, homeless, including
Latinos, Muslims, and Africans, in the particular US context. It is predicted that groups
placed in this position evoked disgust and contempt in terms of emotions [52]. However,
how does one explain the appeal to fear that right-wing politicians use intensively when
they speak about immigrants? Why be afraid of a group we see as incompetent? The
authors do not include fear among the emotions linked to the low competence factor.
Stereotypes about immigrants present specific difficulties that Fiske addressed in
an early work [53]: the internal variability existing between the members of the social
category “immigrants” led the authors to study a more fine-grained taxonomy of the
stereotype, based on nationalities and socioeconomic status (documented, undocumented,
farm-workers, the tech industry, first-generation, and third-generation). This research
concludes that people conceptualise immigrants at three levels at least: the “generic
immigrant”, who is equally low in competence and warmth; clusters of immigrant groups
uniquely defined by one attribute, such as low or high competence, or high warmth; and
immigrants by specific origin.
One interesting remark arises from this study: the group that received the least
favourable stereotype across both dimensions was “undocumented immigrants”. In contrast, “documented immigrants” were perceived similarly to an American. Legal status
alone determines whether an immigrant is perceived as a regular member of the mainstream society or as an outsider with the lowest status. The authors propose that one
possible extension from this study could be the role of media framing of immigration status
in perceived competition for finite amounts of societal resources. This idea of focusing
on the framing activity is at the core of our research because we consider that it is this
rhetorical activity of framing the one that enables the existence of what Lee and Fiske [53]
define as “the generic immigrant”.
Another interesting suggestion of these authors is that people’s differing evaluations
of documented and undocumented immigrants suggest that some dimensions (in this
case, legal documentation) overwhelmingly bias judgement. The authors suggest for
further research the question of which dimensions are most influential in perceiving
immigrants when people receive information on multiple dimensions, for instance, if Asian
immigrants are competent but undocumented immigrants are not, are undocumented
Asian immigrants high or low in competence? They suspect that the more salient dimension
would guide perception. In our research we will propose that the most salient dimension
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will be the result of a frame that presents the group in a given scenario. Recently, Kervyn,
Fiske, and Yzerbyt [54] introduce—in their experiments on stereotypes about immigrants—
symbolic and realistic threats and found that they improve the SCM’s prediction of warmth.
The realistic treat as origin of prejudice and stereotypes has a long tradition in the
study of intergroup conflict [55,56] and also in the Integrated Threat Theory [57] that
proposes two types of perceived threat from outgroups. The first type comes from research
on Realistic Group Conflict Theory [55], which posits that groups compete for scarce
resources and, therefore, one group’s success threatens other groups’ well-being, resulting
in negative outgroup attitudes. The second type of intergroup threat originates from
research on Symbolic Racism, which considers racism as coming from conflicting beliefs
and values rather than conflicting goals [58,59]. Symbolic threat perceives the outgroup as
threatening ingroup worldviews, assuming group differences in values, standards, beliefs,
and attitudes.
Another line of research on prejudice towards minorities has been developed under
the framework of Social Representations Theory by Moscovici [60–62]. For the study of
prejudice, Moscovici [63] had the hypothesis that nature and culture constitute dimensions
along which representations of human groups, that is to say, stereotypes, are organized
in a sort of social ranking. Culture means “civilization” while Nature is “the primitive
condition before human society”. From this approach one of the key points to understand
how people stereotype minorities is the role that these stigmatised groups play in the
continuum between these two extremes of nature and culture. Perez, Moscovici and
Chulvi [64,65] have shown in their experiments that the majority group see itself nearest to
the culture extreme of this vector and place the minority group nearest to nature. Other
research in the dehumanisation process has shown that it is present not only in the extreme
manifestation of prejudice but it can also take subtle and everyday forms [66], for instance,
differential attribution of uniquely human emotions to the ingroup versus an outgroup [67].
In the other extreme of the stereotyped continuum of minorities, we find the victimization bias [68,69]. Most of the groups that have been considered deviant or marginal
gained the status of victims from a historical process that according to Barkan [70] reaches
its peak in 1990. One consequence of this shift is a change in the way that minorities are
named; for instance, persons formerly labelled “handicapped” are now categorised as
“differently abled” or “immigrants” are named “migrants” or “non-nationals” [71] in a
social effort to give restitution to this minorities. The status of victims confers a feeling
of moral superiority but according to Steele [72] “binds the victim to its victimization by
linking the power to his status of the victim”. When this status of victims becomes salient
in the narratives about a collective, the counterstereotyped cases are made invisible.
All of this social bias that fills the content of a stereotype of immigrants and other
minority groups has two main features: first, it serves to maintain minorities’ discrimination, and second, it occurs in everyday language. As stereotypes are present in everyday
language, they are also in the texts that systems use to classify and retrieve information.
Those minorities as immigrants that suffer from this stereotyped vision of their collectives
are now, with the extension of the web and massive use of social media [26], in the face of a
loudspeaker that amplifies their stigma to infinity.
At the beginning of this section we mentioned some works that reduce the gender bias:
similar attempts are needed to attenuate the social bias about immigrants. Nevertheless,
we think that in this case more knowledge is needed for developing automatic systems that
could be effective in mitigating and detecting social bias. Computational linguistics could
play a major role in understanding how the immigrant’s stereotype are employed—in its
general formulation—as Lee and Fiske said [53]. To do this, it would be necessary to move
the annotation process from the words that are used to qualify the group, to the narratives—
stories about what is going on—that social psychology defines as “frames” [18,23,73] in
which the minority is placed, insistently, again and again, by a social actor in the public
discourse. In Computational linguistics, the concept of frame is also used by [74], where
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the authors propose Social Bias Frames, a novel conceptual formalism that aims to model
pragmatic frames in which people project social biases and stereotypes on others.
To study more deeply this problem, the present work proposes an exhaustive taxonomy with different dimensions of the immigrants’ stereotypes that have been used
to annotate StereoImmigrants, a dataset of political speeches about immigration in Spain.
Different from previous work, this work embraces the general picture about immigrants (in
Spain) and not only the “negative” aspects of the stereotypes. Moreover, we do not rely on
the attributes, characteristics, and roles that are played by the immigrants, but we use the
frames (labelled by humans following the taxonomy shown in Appendix A) in which the
immigrants are placed to detect the different dimensions of the stereotypes. More subtle
examples of stereotypes are used to capture automatically more complex linguistic patterns
in the way that stereotypes are present.
3. Social Psychology Grounded Taxonomy and StereoImmigrants Dataset
3.1. A Social Psychology Grounded Taxonomy
We have constructed a taxonomy trying to cover the whole attitudinal spectrum of
stereotypes about immigrants, from the pro-immigrant attitude to the anti-immigrant attitude. Attitude is a theoretical concept that has been preeminent since the very beginnings
of systematic research in social psychology, especially, in the study of prejudice [75]. If the
stereotype is the cognitive aspect of the prejudice (a set of beliefs), the attitude expresses the
effect (we could also say the feelings and emotions) that a group provokes. This taxonomy
has six categories based on how the group is presented. We found that in public discourse
immigrants could be presented as: (i) equals to the majority but the target of xenophobia
(i.e., must have same rights and same duties but are discriminated), (ii) victims (e.g., people
suffering from poverty or labour exploitation), (iii) an economic resource (i.e., workers that
contribute to economic development), (iv) a threat for the group (i.e., cause of disorder
because they are illegal and too many and introduce unbalances in our societies), or (v) a
threat for the individual (i.e., a competitor for limited resources or a danger to personal
welfare and safety). The sixth and last category presents immigrants as animals, excluding them—in whole or in part, explicitly or implicitly—from the supracategory “human
beings”.
The two first categories of the taxonomy (i.e., Xenophobia’s Victims and Suffering Victims)
hold a pro-immigrant attitude and we can aggregate them in a supracategory that we
call Victims. Under this supracategory the goal of the speaker is to build a fair world. The
speeches focus on xenophobic attitudes that are behind the problems of the minority and
stress the causes of immigration. In the first category (Xenophobia’s Victims) the speakers
emphasise that the problem is not the minority but the racism and xenophobia from the
majority. In this category, we include sentences such as “We are ready to collaborate in all
aspects that make life easier for our emigrants abroad, but at the same time we consider it important
to work for the integration of immigrants in our country” because they make a parallelism
between the immigrant community in Spain and the Spaniards who emigrated focusing on
the need to an integration strategy. In the second category (Suffering Victims), we include
sentences such as “You can say what you like, but the migratory movements affecting the planet
are almost exclusively linked to the phenomenon of poverty and misery”.
The third category of the taxonomy (immigrants as an economical resource) holds an
ambivalent attitude [76] that presents immigrants as an instrument for achieving societal
goals. The goal of the speaker is to manage with efficiency a phenomenon difficult to avoid.
In this category, we include sentences like “how can you say that there should be no more
immigrants regularisation’s if, after all, reports such as that of La Caixa or BBVA indicate that the
Spanish labor market needs foreigners?”.
The three last categories of the taxonomy—immigrants as collective threat (iv), individual threat (v), or as less humans (vi)—hold the anti-immigrant attitude. We can aggregate
these three categories in a supracategory that we call Threat. The goal of the speaker is the
protection of the “national” group in front of immigrants that are presented as a danger or
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less human . Focused on the problems of the majority and critical about the immigrants,
these speeches stress the negative effects of immigration. In the fourth category, we include
sentences that consider immigration a source of problems such as “it is clear that there is an
increase in the number of people trying to enter Spain illegally”. In the fifth category we include
sentences that present immigrants as a threat not only for the collective but also for the
health and security of the majority group in an explicit or implicit way: “We need to tackle
problems such as terrorism and immigration”. In the last category of the taxonomy, which
corresponds with the “dehumanization bias” we have not found examples in our dataset
from the Spanish Parliament but some examples from statements made by Donald Trump
could serve to illustrate the sense of this category. The former President of the United States
said in a press conference at the White House: “You wouldn’t believe how bad these people are.
These aren’t people, these are animals, and we’re taking them out of the country at a level and at a
rate that’s never happened before.” (NYT, 16 May 2018).
We have defined a finer level of granularity in each category to facilitate the annotation
by humans (see Appendix A). Each category contains a subset of frames that politicians
used to speak about immigrants. These frames do not describe the group but convey a
homogeneous picture of the group placing it in a particular scenario. For example, in the
fifth category, defined as “a personal threat”, we have identified three frames: (i) immigrants
compete with the country’s population for resources such as jobs, health services, etc.; (ii)
immigrants bring diseases; and (iii) immigrants are associated with crime.
3.2. Annotation of the StereoImmigrants Dataset
We annotated political speeches presented in the ParlSpeech V2 dataset [77], a dataset
that has been already used in other tasks like Sentiment Analysis [78,79]. One of the
peculiarities of ParlSpeech is that it is a transcription of a real debate between different
and relevant social actors. Its dialogic nature makes it more difficult to approach from the
perspective of computational linguistics, but it is also an opportunity to develop an interdisciplinary methodology that focuses on how social interaction takes place in language.
Specifically, we focused on the principal parliament in Spain, the Congress of Deputies
(Congreso de los Diputados). This chamber is located in Madrid, has representatives from all
regions, and elects the nation’s prime minister. Using a list of 60 keywords (see Appendix B)
we selected all the speeches that contained at least one keyword. We obtain 5910 speeches
from different years (see Figure 1).

Figure 1. ParlSpeech V2 dataset: number of speeches with at least one immigrant-related keyword.
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The year 2006 saw intense parliamentary activity on immigration. The Spanish media
denominate this year the “Cayucos Crisis”: the arrival of more boats than usual from
different African countries to the coasts of the Canary Islands. The presence of these events
in the media was very abundant, parliamentary activity on the issue was very intense, and
Spanish public opinion was increasingly concerned about the issue of immigration (Based
on the CIS Barometer: http://www.cis.es/cis/opencm/ES/11_barometros/index.jsp),
accessed on 8 April 2021, (Figure 2).

Figure 2. Percentage of people who consider immigration one of Spain’s three main problems from a representative sample
of the Spanish population. Source: CIS Barometer.

Official data [80] on immigration for 2007 contrast with the climax that we see in the
Spanish parliament and in the mass media that covered the “Cayucos Crisis”. The total
immigrant population at the beginning of 2007 was 4.5 million. By origin, 40 percent came
from Latin America and 33% from the European Union. Only 17% came from Africa despite
the fact that the image of African people arriving in poor boats was the frame that was more
used when the immigration phenomenon appeared in mass media and in political debates.
The 2007 National Immigrant Survey indicates that only 10% of the immigrant’s population
was “undocumented” [80] but nearly 39% of the country’s population was worried about
illegal immigration how the CIS shows (see Figure 2). The 2007 National Immigrant Survey
also shows that the immigrant population was quite similar to the Spaniards in some
parameters: most parts of the immigrant population (59%) between 20 and 34 years old
have completed lower and upper secondary education, 17% have higher education, and
only 23% belong to the primary education or no education group. The different level of
studies between the immigrant population and the Spanish population at this moment was
not enormous: the group of Spaniards that has primary education or does not have any
education in this age group was 13%. In fact, other studies, using other sources of data,
highlight a situation in which the immigrant population has a very similar profile in terms
of higher education to the Spanish population [81,82].
This gap between the variability of the real situation and the image that was conveyed
through the mass media and the parliamentary interventions led us to build the dataset
focusing on the speeches from 1996 to 1998, from 2006 to 2008, and from 2016 to 2018. In
that way, we could contemplate speeches of consecutive years and also how these vary
from one decade to another. We selected 582 speeches with more than one keyword and
manually discarded the ones in which immigrants were mentioned alongside other groups
but only tangentially. From these selected speeches, we manually extracted 3635 sentences
for studying stereotypes about immigrants.
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An expert in prejudice from the social psychology area annotated manually these
sentences at the finest granularity of the taxonomy (i.e., identifying the different frames
that fall into the same category, see Appendix A), and selected also negatives examples (i.e.,
Nonstereotype label) where politicians speak about immigration but do not use explicitly or
implicitly any category of the stereotypes about immigrants. After this expert annotation
we use a procedure with some similarities with [6]: five nonexperts annotators read
the label assigned by the expert to each sentence and decided if they agreed with it or
considered that another label from the taxonomy was better suited for this sentence. The
annotators where 77 undergraduate students from psychology, fine arts, and business. We
only retained sentences where at least three validators agreed on the same category. In
our dataset, each sentence is accompanied by the following information: politician’s name,
political party to which the speaker belongs, and date of the parliamentary session. This
metainformation was hidden also for the expert annotator and for the nonexperts.
Table 1 depicts the distribution of instances per label. We include the mean of the
length of the instance based on tokens to help us to define the hyperparameters of the
models in Section 5. We can observe an imbalance across the dimensions of stereotype,
where dimension 5 (i.e., Personal threat) is the smallest set of instances with only 81, and
dimension 4 (i.e., Collective threat) is the biggest with 655 instances. In addition, the dataset
has an imbalance regarding Stereotype (1673 instance) vs. Nonstereotype (1962 instances). In
general, all the labels have a similar distribution according to the length of the instances,
but the nonstereotyped instances are slightly more consistent in length, with a smaller
standard deviation. We take into account this distribution in the experimental settings
(Section 5).
Table 1. Statistics of the StereoImmigrants dataset. For each label, Stereotype and Nonstereotype, and for each category of the
stereotype, we show the number of instances and the length based on tokens (ignoring punctuation marks).
Length in Tokens

Stereotype

Instances

Min

Mean ± Standard Deviation

Max

1. Xenophobia’s Victims

186

6

50.55 ± 30.59

183

2. Suffering Victims

557

7

47.32 ± 24.41

151

3. Economical Resources

194

9

42.39 ± 22.31

128

4. Collective threat

655

8

43.42 ± 23.28

162

5. Personal threat

81

9

48.26 ± 25.56

149

1673

6

45.62 ± 24.69

183

All dimensions joined
Nonstereotype

1962

3

36.00 ± 21.17

165

Total

3635

3

40.43 ± 23.35

183

3.3. Evaluation of the Taxonomy
We asked nonexpert annotators for their judgement about the attitude expressed in
the text. Concretely, each annotator had to say if this text expressed a pro-immigrant, an
anti-immigrant, or an ambivalent attitude that annotators qualified as neutral. The purpose
of this second task was to test if the theoretical value assigned to each category in terms
of positive or negative stereotype was justified. Our aim was to analyse if there were any
significant relations among categories and attitudes. For instance, we expect that given a
text labelled with the 1st category (i.e., Xenophobia’s Victims), there will be a significant high
probability of being judged to express a pro-immigrant attitude.
To test the relationship among the categories of the taxonomy and the attitudes
towards immigrants, we performed a chi-square test and a residual analysis [83]. A
residual is a difference between the observed and expected values for a cell. The larger the
residual, the greater the contribution of the cell to the magnitude of the resulting chi-square
obtained value. However, cells with the largest expected values also produce the largest raw
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residuals. To overcome that redundancy, a standardised or Pearson residual is calculated
by dividing the raw residual by the square root of the expected value as an estimate of
the raw residual’s standard deviation. If the standardised residual is beyond the range of
±2.58 that cell can be considered to be a major contributor to the chi-square significance.
Results confirm a significant relation (Pearson χ2 = 3828.24, d f = 8, p < 0.000; see
Table 2) of the taxonomy’s categories and the positive, neutral, or negative evaluation. The
residual analysis in Table 2 shows that category 1 (Xenophobia’s Victims) and category 2 (Suffering Victims) are significantly associated with positive attitudes, category 3 (i.e., Economical
Resource) is significantly associated with a neutral attitude, and categories 4 and 5 (i.e.,
Collective Threat and Personal Threat) are significantly associated with a negative attitude.
Table 2. The relation among categories of the taxonomy and attitudes expressed in the texts of the dataset. Chi-square test
with adjusted standardised residuals.
Attitudes towards Immigrants
Taxonomy Categories
Xenophobia’s Victims

Suffering Victims

Economical resource

Collective threat

Personal threat

Pro-Immigrant

Anti-Immigrant

Neutral

Total

Obs

916

90

143

1149

Adj. Res

25.4

−23.6

−3.0

Obs

2002

414

363

Adj. Res

34.8

−32.3

−4.2

Obs

482

187

259

Adj. Res

4.4

−12.7

11.1

Obs

339

2406

508

Adj. Res

−50.5

51.2

0.3

Obs

108

268

45

Adj. Res

−8.2

10.4

−2.8

Total (Obs)

3847

3365

1318

2779

928

3253

421

8530

Taking into account these results we consider it appropriate to use categories 1 and
2 as a supracategory that we named Victims and categories 4 and 5 in a supracategory
Threat. These supracategories will be used to evaluate the effectiveness of the models at the
automatic classification of stereotypes about immigrants. category 3, that we qualify also
as supracategory named Resources, evaluated as neutral, will be left out of the experiments
because of the small number of instances. Figure 3 summarises the taxonomy at its
different levels.

Figure 3. Explanatory taxonomy scheme.
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4. Models
In this section, we briefly present the state-of-the-art models we have used for our
experiments, which have been trained with huge general language datasets of pretrained
systems based on Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers (BERT).
BERT is a language representation model designed to pretrain deep bidirectional
representations from an unlabeled text by jointly conditioning on both left and right
context in all layers [84]. That is, BERT generates a representation of each word that is
based on the other words in the sentence. This allows the model to capture complex
patterns in the texts to study stereotypes, going beyond merely the use of words and
capturing semantic and syntactic patterns in the same representation. BERT has also an
attention mechanism that distinguishes if a word is attended by the model. These attention
weights could be used also to give more insights about the results of the model and be
used as a tool to support the work of human experts. Some important aspects of BERT
include the pretraining, the fine-tuning, and the capability to be adapted to many types of
Natural Language Processing (NLP) tasks like text classification.
To classify text in Spanish, we have used two monolingual models (BETO and SpanBERTa) and two multilingual models (MBERT and XLM-RoBERTa) briefly described below:
M-BERT: The Multilingual BERT is pretrained on the concatenation of monolingual
Wikipedia datasets from 104 languages, showing good performance in many crosslingual scenarios [84–86].
XLM-RoBERTa: It was trained on 2.5 TB of newly created clean CommonCrawl data
in 100 languages. It provides strong gains over previously released multilingual
models like M-BERT on downstream tasks like classification, sequence labelling, and
question answering. In [87], it was reported with better results to the one obtained by
fine-tuning with Spanish data only.
BETO: This is a recent BERT model trained on a big Spanish dataset [87]. It has been
compared with multilingual models obtaining better or competitive results [88].
BETO was trained using 12 self-attention layers with 16 attention heads each and
1024 as hidden sizes. It was trained using the data from Wikipedia and all of the
sources of the OPUS Project [89]. BETO also was ranked in a better place than Logistic
Regression in the prediction of aggressive tweets [90].
SpanBERTa: SpanBERTa (https://skimai.com/roberta-language-model-for-spanish/), accessed on 8 April 2021, was trained on 18 GB of the OSCAR’s Spanish corpus
(https://oscar-corpus.com/), accessed on 8 April 2021, following the RoBERTa’s
training schema [91]. It is built on BERT and modifies key hyperparameters, removing
the next-sentence pretraining objective and training with much larger mini-batches
and learning rates.
Moreover, we use as baselines classical machine learning models such as Support Vector Machine (SVM), Logistic Regression (LR), Random Forest (RF), and Naïve Bayes (NB).
5. Experimental Settings
We evaluate each model on two tasks. First, given a text about immigration, to
predict whether or not it contains a stereotype about immigrants; second, given a text
already known that is reflecting a stereotype, to detect if the stereotype corresponds to see
immigrants as victims or threat.
Experiment I: Stereotype vs. Nonstereotype This experiment is very relevant for us because we have annotated not attributes that speakers assign to a group but narratives
about the group that in an implicit way convey a stereotyped vision of the collective.
Due to negative examples also being sentences from members of the Parliament
speaking about immigration, we want to see if the models detect the subtle difference
that consists in approaching the issue without personifying the problem in one group,
i.e., immigrants as a social category.
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Experiment II: Victims vs. Threat With this experiment we tried to see if the model can
detect which dimension of stereotype about immigrants has been used in the political discourse. One common rhetorical strategy used by politicians that present
immigrants as a threat to the majority group is to dedicate a part of their speech to
recognise the suffering of the minority. However, these claims of compassion are
framed by a discourse that clearly presents immigration as a problem and migrants as
a threat. We are interested to see if a model is able to distinguish the deeper meaning
of that statement as the human annotators did.
We apply a 10-fold cross-validation procedure and report our results in terms of
accuracy. For the execution of each model, we balance the two labelled classes by randomly
removing examples from the more populated class. Therefore, in Experiment I we use 1673
examples per label and in Experiment II we use 736 examples per label.
We use two monolingual Spanish transformer models: BETO cased and SpanBERTa;
and two multilingual transformer models: MBERT (bert-base-multilingual-cased) and XLMRoBERTa (xlm-roberta-base). We search the following hyperparameter grid: learning rate ∈
{0.01, 3 × 10−5 }; the batch size ∈ {16, 32}; and the optimizer ∈ { adam, rmsprop}. Moreover,
we apply a dropout value of 0.3 to the last dense layer. Dropout is aimed at reducing
overfitting by dropping a percentage of random units at each weight update.
Besides the length of the texts not being restricted to predicting stereotypes in general,
we have to select a value for the max_length hyperparameter to use the transformer models.
According to the characteristics of our data, the mean of the lengths of the instances is
approximately 40 tokens (see the last row of Table 1), with a standard deviation of around
20 tokens. Taking this in mind and evaluating the number of instances with a length greater
than 40 tokens, we finally select 60 as the value for the hyperparameter max_length in order
not to lose too many instances. Accordingly, our transformer models expect an input text
of around 60 tokens. In the case of longer texts, only the first 60 will be used while the rest
is truncated.
Furthermore, we use the sklearn implementation of the four classical machine learning
models. All the parameters were taken by default, except for LR in which we use the newtoncg optimization method. For SVM, we employ specifically the LinearSVC implementation,
which uses a linear kernel and has more flexibility in the choice of penalties and loss
functions. The number of trees in the forest of the RF classifier is 100 (the one by default).
The four models were evaluated with the bag of words representation, using the tfidf term
weighting. We tested with unigrams, bigrams, and trigrams of words, but unigrams allow
for obtaining slightly better results. Stopwords and punctuation marks were removed in a
preprocessing step.
6. Results and Discussion
In this section, we present the results of our two preliminary experiments. The optimal
hyperparameter configuration for all the models is the following: learning_rate = 3 × 10−5 ,
optimizer = adam, and batch_size = 32. In general terms, we observe that the best performances were consistently achieved by BETO and M-BERT models. It is not surprising that
M-BERT obtained better results than SpanBERTa, being the latter pretrained specifically for
Spanish: a similar comparison between a multilingual model and a monolingual model was
reported in [87]. Another general observation is that either for Stereotypes vs. Nonstereotypes and
Victims vs. Threat, BETO seems to capture more complex patterns than the classical machine
learning models, which are based on the bag of words representation.
The next subsections discuss the results of Experiment I and Experiment II in more detail.
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Table 3. Accuracy achieved by each model in Experiment I on Stereotype vs. Nonstereotype. We indicate the p-value of the
Mann–Whitney U test regarding the alternative hypothesis that the results of BETO are the highest compared to the other
transformers. With * we indicate when accuracy is significantly lower than the result of BETO. The hypothesis is accepted
with p < 0.05 except for XLM-RoBERTa model.
BETO

SpanBERTa

M-BERT

XLM-RoBERTa

0.861 ± 0.016

0.766 * ± 0.021 p=0.00018

0.829 * ± 0.022 p=0.00736

0.780 ± 0.105 p=0.06057

LR

SVM

NB

RF

0.82

0.81

0.73

0.81

6.1. Experiment I: Stereotype vs. Nonstereotype
In this section, we present the results concerning the identification of stereotype about
immigrants. In Table 3 we can appreciate that all the models obtained an accuracy above
0.73. The highest result was obtained by BETO with 0.861 of accuracy and a standard
deviation of 0.016. This performance was significantly better than the one of SpanBERTa
and M-BERT for p < 0.05 using the Mann–Withney U Test. We use this test, also known
as Wilcoxon–Mann–Whitney test (a nonparametric alternative to the Student’s t-test),
considering that we randomly removed instances from the most populated class each time.
Therefore, we assume independence among the results of the models. We see that LR,
SVM, and RF obtained a higher accuracy compared to SpanBERTa and XLM-RoBERTa. We
believe that this could be associated with the size of the dataset since more data could have
had an impact on deep learning models achieving better results [92].
Besides the fact that stereotypes involve more than the presence of specific words,
word n-grams with the highest Pointwise Mutual Information (PMI) (PMI makes it possible
to see the most relevant features (i.e., words, n-grams of words) for each topic and is
p( L,w)
computed as PMI ( L, w) = log p( L) p(w) . Where p( L, w) is the probability of a feature
to appear in a text labeled as L, p( L) is the probability of a label (we assume the label
distribution to be uniform), and p(w) is the probability of w.) to each label allow us to
see that nonstereotypical texts talk more about ayudas (help) to refugees and Africa (the
country some immigrants come from, and it is mostly mentioned in the speeches we are
working with), acuerdos (agreement) between countries, etc. While in stereotypical texts we
find more commonly bigrams such as inmigración ilegal (illegal immigration), inmigrantes
irregulares (irregular immigrants), and regularización masiva (massive regularization) among
others that indirectly reflect problems associated to immigration (see Table 4).
Interestingly, it is not evident from observing the relevant n-grams why some of them
are more related to the stereotypes about immigrants and others are not. This confirms that
for the study of stereotypes about immigrants we have to go beyond the representative
keywords that could define the social group. In other words, we should not rely only
on intuitive words to base the measuring of bias in the case of stereotypes. In this sense,
automatic approaches can detect other patterns that escape human detection.
We also confirm that the detection of stereotypes in this work, concerning immigrants,
is not about characterising two opposite social groups but the immigrant group only. The
nonstereotypical texts are neutral in this sense referring only to the topic of immigration
without stereotyping at all.
In Table 5, we present the confusion matrix of BETO when obtaining the results
shown in the Table 3. The model was similarly effective at predicting stereotypes and
nonstereotypes, with a bit more confusion with the label Nonstereotype. Table 6 shows
some examples where BETO misclassified the texts and their predictions.
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Table 4. Bigrams and trigrams with highest mutual information with respect to Stereotype and Nonstereotype labels.
N-Grams with Highest Mutual Information

Nonstereotype

inmigrantes irregulares; señor rajoy; señor zapatero; países africanos; abordar asunto; abordar problema;
absolutamente acuerdo; acción exterior; acción política; acoger personas; acogida refugiados; acogida temporal;
acorde derechos; acuerdo materia; acuerdos gobierno; acuerdos marruecos; acuerdos mauritania; acuerdos
readmisión; adquisición nacionalidad; afecta unión europea; agencia europea fronteras; aguas canarias;
aguas territoriales; asilo inmigración; asunto preocupa; atención inmigración; autoridad moral;
ayuda refugiado; ayuda áfrica;...

Stereotype

efecto llamada; inmigrantes ilegales; política inmigración; inmigración irregular; unión europea; materia
inmigración; derechos humanos; inmigrantes irregulares; consejo europeo; inmigración ilegal; drama humano;
regularización masiva; islas canarias; seres humanos; política común; proceso regularización; inmigración
delincuencia; llegada masiva; respeto derechos; situación irregular; economía sumergida; mujeres inmigrantes;
centros acogida; orden expulsión; centros internamiento; costas canarias; miles personas; europea inmigración;
política migratoria; política exterior; respeto derechos humanos; menores acompañados;
acogida canarias; drama humanitario; empresarios sindicatos;
menores inmigrantes; crecimiento económico; acogida inmigrantes;...
Table 5. Confusion matrix of BETO in Experiment I on Stereotype vs. Nonstereotype.
Predicted Labels
Stereotype

Nonstereotype

Stereotype

1451

222

Nonstereotype

240

1433

6.2. Experiment II: Victims vs. Threat
In Table 7, we can see all the performances are above the 0.70 of accuracy. The
results are, in general, smaller than in Experiment I; this could be because the size of the
training set for the current experiment is smaller or due to the difficulty that we have
already mentioned in Section 5, describing the scenario of Experiment II: as some humans
annotators reported, one of the common rhetorical strategies in political discourse is to
precede any critical statement towards the immigrant collective with an expression of
compassion towards the human drama that it represents in order not to be accused of
xenophobia. For instance, the speaker is going to say that Spain could not admit more
immigrants (threat) but she starts speaking about how many people died trying to arrive
(Victims). Methodologically, we decided to assign only one label per sentence, and perhaps
it would have been more effective to annotate different syntagmas within the same sentence,
at least in those sentences in which this discursive strategy was developed.
Similar to the previous experiment, the highest accuracy was obtained by BETO, but
this time with 0.834 of accuracy and a standard deviation of 0.034. This performance was
significantly better than the one of SpanBERTa for p < 0.05 using the Mann–Whitney U
Test.
In Table 8, we show some of the n-grams (without including stopwords) more relevant
for each label, for example: atención humanitaria (humanitarian care) , atención sanitaria
(healthcare), acogida personas (welcome of people). These relevant n-grams allow us to
figure out that the phrases are more likely to reflect the needs and pain of immigrants when
they are seen as victims.
In Table 9, we present the confusion matrix of BETO at obtaining its result from the
Table 7. We can see that BETO is almost equally effective at detecting Victims and Threat
dimensions. In Table 10 we show some texts that were classified correctly and wrongly,
respectively.
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Table 6. Examples of texts correctly classified and misclassified by BETO in the Experiment I on Stereotype vs. Nonstereotype.
The true label is indicated in each example. For the stereotypes, we indicate the dimension to which each sentence belongs.
Classified Examples with the Right Label
1. Nos gustaría que lo acompañara de política migratoria real también. (Nonstereotype)
(We would like that actual immigration policy was considered as well.)
2. Señorías, la política de integración es la gran asignatura pendiente. (Nonstereotype)
(Ladies and gentlemen, integration policy is the great pending issue.)
3. Es decir, se tiene que cambiar la política de inmigración del Gobierno. (Nonstereotype)
(In other words, the government’s immigration policy has to be changed.)
4. El secretario de empleo dijo: España seguirá necesitando inmigrantes. (S: Economical Resource)
(The employment secretary said: Spain will continue needing immigrants.)
5. En lo que va de año han llegado a Canarias más de 3500 personas en pateras. (S: Threat)
(So far this year, more than 3500 people have arrived in the Canary Islands in boats.)
6. El problema, señora vicepresidenta, está en que en el cuerno de África mueren todas las semanas 40,000 niños por falta de nutrición.
(S: Victims) (The problem, Vice President, is that 40,000 children die every week in the Horn of Africa due to lack of nutrition.)
Misclassified Examples
1. Entendemos que España puede jugar un papel destacado en cuanto a este problema, pero Europa será más creíble si afronta problemas
reales que los ciudadanos perciban. (Nonstereotype)
(We understand that Spain can play a leading role in this problem, but Europe will be more credible if it faces real problems
that citizens perceive.)
2. Evidentemente nos encontramos ante una situación compleja, la relativa a las remesas en un momento en el que la política migratoria
ha adquirido una gran dimensión. (Nonstereotype)
(Obviously we face with a complex situation, relating to remittances at a time when migration policy has acquired a
great dimension.)
3. Desde que aprobamos en 1985 la Ley de extranjería, de los derechos y obligaciones de los extranjeros en España, ha mantenido una línea
congruente. (Nonstereotype)
(Since we approved in 1985 the Law on foreigners, on the rights and obligations of foreigners in Spain, it has maintained a
congruent line.)
4. El asunto de la inmigración requiere medidas de control pero fundamentalmente -y lo apuntaba usted ayer- medidas de solidaridad y este
y este es un reto europeo. (S: Victims)
(The issue of immigration requires control measures but fundamentally—and you pointed this out yesterday—solidarity measures
and this is a European challenge.)
5. Decían que lo que pasaba en España era un coladero para los distintos países de la Unión Europea y a ustedes no les importó lo más mínimo.
En aquella época el ministro. (S: Threat)
(They said that what was happening in Spain was a drain for the different countries of the European Union and you did not
care at all. At that time the minister)
6. Por tanto, se abre un camino esperanzador, y yo solamente les deseo éxitos por el bien del conjunto de los trabajadores inmigrantes,
por el bien de la
política en el Estado. (S: Economical Resource)
(Therefore, a hopeful path opens, and I only wish you success for the good of all immigrant workers, for the good of
politics in the State)
Table 7. Highest accuracy achieved by each model in Experiment II on Victims vs. Threat. We indicate the p-value of the
Mann–Whitney U test regarding the alternative hypothesis that the results of BETO are the highest compared to the other
transformers. With * we indicate when accuracy is significantly lower than the result of BETO. The hypothesis is accepted
with p < 0.05 only for SpanBERTa model.
BETO

SpanBERTa

M-BERT

XLM-RoBERTa

0.834 ± 0.034

0.704 * ± 0.064 p=0.00024

0.809 ± 0.022 p=0.4965

0.785 ± 0.070 p=0.70394

LR

SVM

NB

RF

0.79

0.78

0.72

0.77
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Table 8. Bigrams and trigrams with highest mutual information with respect to each label.
N-Grams with More Mutual Information

Victims

ley extranjería; ceuta melilla; guardia civil; política inmigración; presión migratoria; partido popular;
acoger personas; acogida canarias; acogida inmigrantes; acogida integración; acogida personas; acogida temporal;
acuerdos bilaterales; administración justicia; aeropuertos fronteras; fronteras terrestres;
aflorar irregulares; afrontar problema; aguas canarias; aguas territoriales; amnistía internacional;
apoyo; aquellas personas; aquellos inmigrantes; aquellos países; archipiélago canario; asuntos sociales;
atención humanitaria; atención sanitaria;...

Threat

inmigración irregular; derechos humanos; regularización masiva; inmigración ilegal; inmigrantes ilegales;
proceso regularización; efecto llamada; inmigrantes irregulares; señor caldera; asilo refugio; mujeres inmigrantes;
inmigración delincuencia; personas muerto; control inmigración; derecho asilo refugio;
mauritania senegal; canaria nueva; derecho asilo; inmigración problema; trafican seres humanos;
principal problema; inmigración clandestina;...
Table 9. Confusion matrix of BETO in Experiment II on Victims vs. Threat.
Predicted Labels
Victim

Threat

Victim

611

125

Threat

119

617

Table 10. Examples of texts correctly classified and misclassified by BETO in Experiment II on Victims vs. Threat. The
annotators label is indicated in each example.
Classified examples with the right label
1. ¿Por qué ha muerto una persona joven? (Victims)
(Why did a young person die?)
2. Derechos de ciudadanía para los inmigrantes.(Victims)
(Citizenship rights for immigrants.)
3. Esta no es la forma de enfrentarse con un problema que requiere, sobre todo, grandes dosis de solidaridad. (Victims)
(This is not the way to deal with a problem that requires, above all, large doses of solidarity.)
4. Hay en España más ciudadanos irregulares que nunca. (Threat)
(There are more irregular citizens in Spain than ever.)
5. España hoy está desbordada con la inmigración ilegal. (Threat)
(Spain today is overwhelmed with illegal immigration.)
6. Hay más llegadas de inmigrantes irregulares que nunca. (Threat)
(There are more arrivals of irregular immigrants than ever.)
Misclassified examples
1. Por cierto, el Gobierno debería explicarnos cuántos inmigrantes se fugaron este fin de semana del centro de Las Raíces, si fueron veinte,
como dice
el delegado del Gobierno, o si fueron cien, como afirman fuentes policiales. (Threat)
(By the way, the Government should explain to us how many immigrants escaped this weekend from the center of Las Raices,
if there were twenty, as the Government delegate says, or if there were a hundred, as stated by police sources.)
2. No queremos olvidar la operación Melilla, la expulsión de los 103 ciudadanos. (Victims)
(We do not want to forget the Melilla operation, the expulsion of the 103 citizens.)
3. Por tanto, apostamos por una política de retorno, de repatriación humanitaria. (Threat)
(Therefore, we are committed to a policy of return, of humanitarian repatriation.)
4. Esto es un escándalo, esto son más trabas a los migrantes cuando ya se encuentran dentro. (Victims)
(This is a scandal, these are more obstacles to migrants when they are already inside.)
5. Ya son 25,000 los inmigrantes llegados a Canarias en lo que va de año y se cuentan por miles los que han dejado su vida en el intento. (Threat)
(There are already 25,000 immigrants who have arrived in the Canary Islands so far this year and there are thousands who have
lost their lives in the attempt.)
6. ¿Por qué en tres meses no han tomado ninguna de las medidas propuestas para evitar las avalanchas que han generado tanto sufrimiento?
(Threat)
(Why in three months have they not taken any of the measures proposed to avoid the avalanches that have generated
so much suffering?)
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As we see in the misclassified examples 5 and 6 in Table 10, speakers mention that
thousands of people have arrived, or specifically the term avalanchas (avalanches of people)
but also refer, in the same sentence, to some words or phrases that are in the semantic field
of compassion and victims such as sufrimiento (suffering) and han dejado su vida en el intento
(have lost their lives in the attempt). We could think that fear is an emotion stronger than
compassion, so humans give more weight to the part of the sentence that generates fear
than to the part that generates compassion and consider that in this frame migrants are
presented as a threat.
To understand better the confusion matrix shown in Tables 9 and 10, we explore
the hypothesis that some parties perform a rhetorical strategy to avoid being tagged as
xenophobic that consists in mentioning some expression of compassion just before or after
they present immigrants as a threat, a strategy that does not convince humans’ annotators
but confuses the performance of transformers. As we have seen in Table 8, the presence
of the n-grams personas muertas (death people) and trafican seres humanos (traffic human
beings) in the dimension of Threat could be indicative of this rhetorical strategy that we have
mentioned above: “appealing to pity and misfortune just before presenting the immigrant
collective as a threat”.
To explore this hypothesis, we did an analysis using the word “party” in the dataset,
which indicates the party that uttered the sentence. We have 12 different parties, but we
keep only those parties that have more than one hundred sentences in the dataset and
we created a new category for the rest (Other Parties). We performed a chi-square test
and a residual analysis to identify if the disagreement between human annotators and
the model has any relation with the rhetorical strategy of a party. We found a significant
relation (Pearson X2 = 36,979, df = 8, p < 0.000, see Table 10) between parties and the type of
confusion, see Table 11. As it was mentioned in Section 5, for this experiment we balanced
the classes to have 736 examples per class and, therefore, in this analysis we used a total of
1472 labelled examples.
Table 11. Relation between the type of confusion and political parties. Chi-square test with adjusted standardised residual.

Coalición Canaria

IU

Parties

PP

PSOE

Other Parties
Total (Obs.)

Annotators Say Victims
but BETO Predicts Threat

Annotators Say Threat
but BETO Predicts Victims

Annotators and
BETO Agreement

Total

Obs.

14

10

127

151

Adj. Res.

0.4

−0.7

0.2

Obs.

22

2

130

Adj. Res.

2.7

−3.3

0.3

Obs.

11

40

330

Adj. Res.

−4.6

2.0

1.9

Obs.

42

29

324

Adj. Res.

1.8

−0.6

−0.9

Obs.

36

38

317

Adj. Res.

0.6

1.4

−1.5

125

119

1228

154

381

395

391

1472

With the general category, Other Parties and with “Coalición Canaria”, a regional
party from the Canary Islands, very concerned about immigration, we did not find any
significant differences in the type (One type of confusion is when the annotators label is
Victims and BETO predicted it as Threat, and the other type is the opposite, the annotators
label is Threat, but BETO predicted it as Victims.) of confusion between humans and the
model (sometimes humans label Victim and the model predicts Threat and the opposite) but
in case of the right win party Partido Popular (PP) humans label more often Threat when
the model labels is Victim, whereas with the left win party Izquierda Unida (IU) the type
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of confusion is the opposite: humans label is Victim and the model labels predicts Threat.
With PSOE, the socialist center-left party, the type of confusion goes in the same direction
as with IU but is not statistically significant.
This result leads us to think that the model’s confusion is based on the fact that
politics use the same words for different purposes trying to avoid the label of xenophobic.
This rhetorical strategy could be detected by humans that make an inference about the
intentionality of the speaker, but computational models have more difficulties to detect it.
There is a great deal of research about how the human communication process occurs
and which role the inference of the speaker’s intentionality plays [93–95]. We think that
one interesting approach to a further exploration of the computational linguistic difficulties is the one that Watzlawick and colleague suggest in their Pragmatic of Human
Communication Theory [96]. They suggest that the study of human communication can be
subdivided into three areas: (i) syntactic—problems of transmitting information (a matter
of mathematical logic), (ii) semantic—meaning of communication (a matter of philosophy of
science), and (iii) pragmatic—communication affecting behaviour (a matter of psychology).
While a clear conceptual separation of the three areas is possible, they are nevertheless
interdependent. The same act of communication can express a content (then the question
is “what” is being said and, therefore, we would be in the area of syntactic or semantic)
but also the same act of communication can express a personal or a social relationship (the
question is “how” is being said and, therefore, we would be in the psychology area).
Following this reasoning, Watzlawick said that humans communicate both digitally
and analogically. Digital concept refers to humans conveying meanings by using words
(syntactic and semantics) and analogical concept refers to when humans convey relational
content. For the analogical level, Watzlawick mentions nonverbal communication, posture,
gesture, facial expression, voice inflection, rhythm, and cadence of words, etc. From a
psychosocial point of view, we can reinterpret this definition of the analogical level of
communication that Watzlawick identifies [96], in the broadest sense of the ability that
allows humans to capture the level of the social relations that is behind the words. Using
this human ability, people infer the speaker’s intentionality in a sentence. For instance,
when one speaker say “It is a humanitarian drama, more than 300 hundred boats had
arrived at the Canarian Island this summer”, the reader infers that for this speaker, the
important part of the message is the second one, that means: “Spain can not accept more
immigrants”. This kind of inferences about the intention of the speakers is a natural
cognition activity for humans, but it is more difficult for computational models.
7. Conclusions and Future Work
In order to advance in the study of stereotypes, for instance about immigrants, social
sciences need to complement the classical paradigm that focuses on how a group is defined
in terms of personal attributes with a new paradigm that emphasises the frames, that is, the
narrative scenarios, in which a group (e.g., immigrants) is mentioned. In this work, we
developed a taxonomy to identify stereotypes about immigrants not from the attributes
that are assigned to the group but from the narrative scenarios in which the speaker places
the group (RQ1). This fine grained taxonomy allows for the study of stereotypes about
immigrants and covers the whole spectrum of the stereotype: from positive images of the
group (as equals to the nationals or victims of xenophobia) to more negative images (a
threat to the nationals or a less human people).
Based on psychosocial research on prejudice and stereotypes, this language-independent taxonomy is a new conceptual instrument with two objectives: (i) to provide computational linguistics with a new conceptual tool to detect and mitigate social bias in datasets,
specifically, stereotypes about immigrants; and (ii) to strengthen the collaboration between
social sciences and computational linguistics to understand better how stereotypes are
generated in the context of public discourse.
We have validated our taxonomy considering how each category is related with some
attitude (pro-immigrant, anti-immigrant, or neutral). We have identified two opposite
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supracategories of the stereotypes about immigrants: one that presents the minority as
victim and the other that presents the minority as a threat. We annotated political speeches
of the ParlSpeech V2 dataset, focusing on the speeches from 1996 to 1998, from 2006 to 2008,
and from 2016 to 2018. The resulting StereoImmigrants stereotype-annotated dataset was
created relying on the new taxonomy (RQ2). The dataset will be made public to the research
community to foster the research on stereotypes about immigrants. StereoImmigrants
was used to carry out some preliminary experiments using state-of-the-art transformer
models and classical machine learning models. We obtained results between 0.70 and
0.86 of accuracy in the two experiments we performed: Stereotype vs. Nonstereotype and
Victims vs. Threat. The best performance was obtained by BETO, a monolingual Spanish
transformer model, suggesting that this model could be capturing a richer representation
of stereotypes and their dimensions, than the classical machine learning models do (RQ3).
We also point up that with these preliminary experiments we prove the existence of social
bias, in particular stereotypes about immigrants, in political speeches, and the effectiveness
of automatically detecting them.
From the most relevant n-grams from the examples labelled as Stereotype, we confirmed
that they are not trivially associated with the immigrant group (they are not always biased
attributes) and, therefore, we should not rely only on a set of keywords to represent it.
Additionally, we confirmed that in the study of stereotypes about immigrants, we have
to consider not to define two opposite social groups, since the nonstereotypical texts are
neutral phrases talking about immigration in general without stereotyping at all.
We have analysed the confusion matrices considering metadata from our StereoImmigrants dataset, in particular, the political party the speaker belongs to. This analysis
has shown that the confusion could be explained because certain rhetorical strategies are
particularly difficult to infer for transformers and not for humans. When speakers use
the same words for different purposes, humans elaborate the different meanings of the
sentence making an inference about the intention of the speaker, but transformers have
difficulties inferring the rhetorical strategies. More work is necessary in this direction.
The taxonomy, although used to label text in Spanish, is applicable to other languages
because it classifies into categories the different frames in which immigrants are placed.
These frames are common in Western cultures. These categories express the dimensions
of the stereotype about immigrants on the north area of a north-south axis of economical
inequality. Moreover, we aim to apply this taxonomy on the Europarl corpus, as well as on
texts of different genres like newspaper datasets.
As future work, we could test if these two big dimensions of immigrant stereotype
(Victims and Threat) could be applied to other minorities’ stereotypes as feminist or LGTBI
people. In fact, these minorities are presented also as a threat, for instance, when feminist
women are presented in scenarios that emphasise conflict and then are defined as feminazis. In addition, feminist women are presented as “victims” when the narrative context
emphasises gender violence. A general idea for future work will be that the study of
minorities’ stereotype needs these two dimensions (Victims vs. Threat) to complement the
well established Stereotype Content Model [49] that proposes warmth and competence as
two fundamental dimensions of stereotypes.
Furthermore, we plan to analyse how social bias (in particular stereotypes) is reflected
in the attention values of the transformer layers, in order to facilitate the explainability of
the results and a further debiasing process. Moreover, we think that it will be interesting
to enrich the dataset with more examples of each stereotype category for evaluating the
multiclass classification by using the transformer models (e.g., BETO).
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Appendix A. Taxonomy: Categories and Frames
Annotators should use the frames (labels in two digits) to label the texts, if it is possible;
in other case, the label should be the category (label in one digit). For example, if the
annotator recognises that a target text is saying that immigrants have the same rights as
the nationals, she should label the text using the frame 1.1 (from category 1). However, if
the annotator identifies that the text belongs to category 1, but she cannot specify the frame,
then the label to put should be 1.
If one text contains fragments that correspond to different frames from the same
category, the label should be at one digit level: the one corresponding to the category.
If one text contains fragments that correspond to different frames from different categories, we ask the annotators to choose the most important or to discard the sentence.
Appendix A.1. Category 1: Xenophobia’s Victims
1.1 With the same rights and with the same obligations. They are named as ciudadanos(citizens), nueva ciudadanía (new citizenship), etc.
1.2 They are presented doing a simile with the Spaniards who emigrated.
1.3 It is suggested that the problem is the racist or xenophobic attitudes of people.
1.4 It is claimed that immigration topic is used as an electoral or partisan weapon and
that this is not right. Some party is accused of being racist and/or xenophobic. The rise of
racist or xenophobic parties is seen as a problem.
1.5 It is stated that immigration is not a problem for coexistence. The population is
not concerned about the presence of immigrants and the problem is xenophobia or racism.
1.6 Immigration is considered to bring cultural diversity, pluralism, etc. and that is
positive for the country.
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Appendix A.2. Category 2: Suffering Victims
2.1 Victims of suffering and poverty. It is argued that poverty and suffering in their
countries of origin is the cause of the immigration. In addition, they are victims of suffering
once they are here.
2.2 Victims of injustice and discrimination. Victims of labour exploitation and mafias.
It is reported that they do not respect human rights in the treatment of immigrants or it is
stated that they have to be respected.
2.3 Solidarity is required or manifested in the face of immigrant problems.
2.4 It is suggested that they die trying to get there (Spain in this work), for example,
there is talk about the rescues.
Appendix A.3. Category 3: Economical Resource
3.1 They do the jobs that the Spanish do not want to do. They support the black
economy. They are seen as workers in a situation of vulnerability, with special difficulties.
3.2 They bring economic prosperity: they pay taxes, send remittances abroad, etc.
3.3 They solve the problem of lack of population.
3.4 They propose measures to hire immigrant workers in their countries of origin:
they must be approved, etc.
3.5 The entry of immigrants must be regulated according to the needs of the labour market.
Appendix A.4. Category 4: Collective Threat
4.1 They come in droves and create a situation of chaos. It could be mentioned
avalancha (avalanche), falta de control (lack of control), llegada a las costas (arrival at the coast),
and so on.
4.2 The problem is that they are illegal. They refer to them as ilegales (illegal) or irregulares (irregular) or using the category inmigrantes (immigrants) or inmigracion (immigration).
It could be mentioned repatriaciones (repatriations), devoluciones (returns), or expulsiones
(expulsions).
4.3 It is stated that immigration is a problem for the host society, causing imbalances
in coexistence of the group.
Appendix A.5. Category 5: Personal Threat
5.1 It is argued that immigrants compete with the country’s population for resources
such as work, health services, and education. Immigration remains as a problem with
regard to the use of these resources.
5.2 Immigrants are reported to bring diseases or are referred to as carriers of new
diseases.
5.3 Immigration is associated with crime.
Appendix A.6. Category 6: Dehumanisation
6.1 They do not know how to live as human beings do.
6.2 They behave like animals.
6.3 Their deaths are not our problem: they come because they want to.
Appendix B. Keywords Used to Filter Immigration-Related Speeches
The keywords shown in Table A1 were used to discard those speeches that were not
talking about immigration as a central topic. These keywords were carefully defined by a
social psychologist who payed attention to the important historical events that occurred
during the periods of the speeches.
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Table A1. Keywords used to filter relevant speeches.
anti-inmigrante
anti-inmigrantes
asilada
asiladas
asilado
asilados
centro de acogida
centros de acogida
ciudadanía inmigrada
ciudadano emergente
ciudadanos emergentes
colonialismo
deportación
deportada
deportadas

deportado
deportados
deportar
desheredados de la tierra
devolución
efecto llamada
efecto salida
emigrantes
etnocentrismo
expatriada
expatriadas
expatriado
expatriados
extranjería
indocumentados

inmigración
inmigrante
inmigrantes
islamofobia
migrantes
migratoria
migratorias
migratorio
multiculturalismo
nativismo
nuevas ciudadanas
nuevos ciudadanos
países de recepción
países emisores
países en tránsito

pateras
permisos de residencia
polizones
racismo
racista
refugiada
refugiadas
refugiado
refugiados
repatriación
schengen
sociedad de acogida
xenófoba
xenofobia
xenófobo
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